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Analogies 
 
Directions:  Circle the related analogy. 
 
1. Small is to petite as: 
 a.  huge is to small 
 b.  meow is to cats 
 c.  day is to month 
 b.  large is to giant 
 
2. Mitten is to hand as: 
 a.  gas is to car 
 b.  three is to triangle 
 c.  sock is to foot 
 d.  baby is to adult 
 
3. Gas is to car as: 
 a.  rich is to poor 
 b.  wood is to fire 
 c.  small is to large 
 d.  toe is to foot 
 
4.  Land is to dirt as: 
 a.  ocean is to water 
 b.  meow is to cat 
 c.  rich is poor 
 d.  finger is to hand 
 
 
 

 
5.  Word is to sentence as: 
 a.  foot is to toe 
 b.  land is to river 
 c.  page is to book 
 d.  puppy is to dog 
 
6.  Eye is to sight as: 
 a)  purple is to grape 
 b)  huge is to little 
 c)  red is to cherries 
 d)  teeth is to chew 
 
7.  Baby is to adult as: 
 a)  kitten is to cat 
 b)  big is to little 
 c)  rich is to money 
 d)  gas is to car 
 
8.  Small is to large as 
 a)  day is to month 
 b)  little is to big 
 c)  eye is to sight 
 d)  red is to pink 
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